Introduction and Statement of Main Results
The base change fundamental lemma arises in the study of base change for automorphic representations. Based on earlier work by Saito [18] , it was first introduced by Shintani [20] and Langlands [14] as the main step in the comparison of the trace formula for GL 2 (L), L a number field, with the twisted trace formula for GL 2 (L ′ ), L ′ a cyclic extension of L of degree l. Let F be the completion of L at a finite prime p, and let E be an unramified cyclic extension of F . Among other terms, the trace formula involves orbital integrals on spherical Hecke algebras H K of compactly supported locally constant C-valued functions on GL 2 (F ) which are K-bi-invariant, K a hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup of GL 2 (F ), while the twisted trace formula involves twisted orbital integrals of functions in H K E , K E a hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup of GL 2 (E).
Langlands showed the following.
1.1. Theorem. [14, 5.10 ] Let F be a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic zero 1 , let E be an unramified extension of F of prime degree l, let σ generate Gal(E, F ), let φ ∈ H K E , and let γ ∈ GL 2 (F ). If γ = N(δ) for some δ ∈ GL 2 (E), then
Here ξ(γ) is 1 unless γ is central and δ = g −1 δ ′ σ(g) for any central element δ ′ and g ∈ GL 2 (E), in which case it is −1. If γ = N(δ) for any δ ∈ GL 2 (E), then
Here b is the base change homomorphism for spherical hecke algebras, an operation which is the analog for functions of local base change for unramified representations. Further, N is the norm map N(δ) = δσ(δ) · · · σ l−1 (δ), G δ (F ) = {g ∈ GL 2 (E) : g −1 δσ(g) = δ} is the twisted centralizer of δ in GL 2 (E), T (F ) is the centralizer of γ in GL 2 (F ), and dg represents compatibly defined measures on the respective quotients. The integral over T (F )\GL 2 (F ) is called the orbital integral of b(φ) and is denoted O γ (b(φ)), and the integral over G δ (F )\GL 2 (E) is the twisted orbital integral of φ, denoted TO δ (φ). Langlands' proof relies upon considering the actions of γ and δσ upon the Bruhat-Tits building of SL 2 , and reduces in part to a vertex-counting problem. The base change homomorphism is in this case somewhat complicated, and computing b(φ) requires passage to C[X * (S)] W using the Satake isomorphism. Here S is a split maximal torus in GL 2 (F ), X * (S) is its group of cocharacters and W is the finite Weyl group of GL 2 .
This theorem and its analogs for other unramified connected reductive groups have come to be known as the base change fundamental lemma for spherical Hecke algebras. In an approach motivated by that of Langlands, Kottwitz [10] proved it for GL 3 , and later [11] provided a key tool for future progress, proving the theorem for the special case that φ is the unit element of H E . 2 The methods used in these papers do not work for other groups, and further progress relied on [11] and the trace formula, which is only available for characteristic zero. The next major work was that of Arthur and Clozel [1] , who proved the theorem for GL n . The theorem was solved in general by Clozel [3] and Labesse [13] for any unramified connected reductive algebraic group. Interest in the study of the base change fundamental lemma for the centers of Iwahori-Hecke algebras comes out the study of Shimura varieties with Iwahori level structure at a prime p. In this case, the functions of interest belong to the center of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Z(H I ), where I is an Iwahori subgroup of the group G under consideration. The base change operator b : Z(H I E ) → Z(H I ) in this case is defined using the Bernstein isomorphism rather than the Satake isomorphism (see 10 for the definition of b). The fundamental lemma in this context was proven by Haines [8] for all unramified connected reductive algebraic groups over fields of characteristic zero, again using trace formula methods.
In this paper we prove the following base change fundamental lemma for the centers of Iwahori-Hecke algebras of GL 2 .
1.2. Theorem. Let F be a non-Archimedean local field of characteristic not equal to 2, let E be a finite unramified extension of F , let φ ∈ Z(H I E ), and let γ ∈ G = GL 2 (F ) be semi-simple regular. If there exists a δ ∈ G E = GL 2 (E) such that N(δ) is conjugate to γ, then
If γ is not conjugate to the norm of any δ ∈ G E , then
This result is new for function fields. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for a basis of Z(H I E ). A convenient basis is the one consisting of the Bernstein functions z µ , µ ∈ X * (S) dominant (see 5.2 to recall the definition and properties of the z µ ). We prove the following explicit computation of the twisted orbital integrals of the z µ , using methods adapted from [14] .
1.3. Theorem. Let F be non-Archimedean local field of characteristic not equal to 2, and let E be an unramified extension of F of degree f . Let δ ∈ G E be such that N(δ) is conjugate to a semi-simple regular elliptic γ ∈ G, let the eigenvalues of γ be λ 1 and λ 2 and let T be the centralizer of γ in G. Normalize dg E so that I E is given measure 1 and normalize dg T so that the measure of the maximal compact open subgroup of T is 1. Let O be the ring of integers of F and let q be the cardinality of the residue field of F .
(1) Assume T splits over an unramified quadratic extension of F . Define a by (2) Assume T splits over a ramified quadratic extension F ′ of F . Let d T be the distance in the building B(G F ) of GL 2 over F ′ from the apartment associated to T to the F -points of B(G F ′ ). Define a by One obtains the orbital integrals from these formulas as the special case E = F , f = 1. Since b(z µ ) = z f µ [8] , the fundamental lemma follows as a corollary of theorem 1.3. We remark that the formulae for the integrals in theorem 1.3 seem to be much simpler than those obtained by Langlands in [14] for characteristic functions of the double coset Kµ(π)K, π a uniformizer of O.
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In the course of the research for this paper, the author found it useful to begin working with the orbital case, and only afterwards progressing to the twisted case. This paper is organized the same way; thus some of section 4 is redundant, and much of chapter 6 is only a special case of the results in chapter 7. It is the author's belief that the practice and experience gained by separately looking at the special case of E = F makes up for the redundancy.
2. Notation 2.1. Fields. We denote by F a non-Archimedean local field of any characteristic not equal to 2, with ring of integers O and prime ideal p ⊂ O. The unit elements of O will be denoted O × . Fix a uniformizer π ∈ p. The cardinality of the residue field O/p will be denoted by q.
Fix an algebraic closure F of F . For each finite algebraic extension L ⊂ F of F , we denote the ring of integers of L, its prime ideal, and a uniformizer thereof by O L , p L , and π L , respectively. We denote the valuation on L by val L (we will often drop the subscript if L = F ), and we normalize the valuation so that val
, where q n is the cardinality of the residue field of L. We will use E to denote a finite unramified algebraic extension of F of degree [E : F ] = f ; there is a unique such extension in F . Let σ E/F be a generator of the 3 We recall Langlands' results in section 6.1 for the convenience of the reader. cyclic group Gal(E, F ). When no confusion may arise as to which fields are meant, we shall use simply σ.
2.2.
Groups. Let G = GL 2 and H = SL 2 . We will denote GL 2 (F ) by G, and GL 2 (R) by G R for any other ring R (e.g. G L , G O L ). We shall follow this style of notation for every algebraic group we use. In G we fix the Borel subgroup B of upper triangular matrices and its maximal split torus S of matrices whose only non-zero entries lie along the diagonal. We will denote the center of G L by Z(G L ). When we need to take the intersubsection of one of these groups with H we shall denote it by appending H as a superscript, e.g.
, respectively. The first group is isomorphic to Z 2 while the second is isomorphic to Z. We choose representatives in
. We will always denote by γ a semi-simple regular elliptic element of G, and by δ an element of G E . We will denote by T = G γ the elliptic torus that is the centralizer of γ and by G δ the twisted centralizer of δ, whose F -points are {g ∈ G E : g −1 δσ(g) = δ}. We call g −1 δσ(g) the twisted conjugate or σ-conjugate of δ by g.
We denote by N : G E → G E the norm map, defined by
Following and expanding upon the terminology of [4] we shall mean by an extended edge or extended vertex of the Bruhat-Tits building of G L an object of the form (e, c) or (v, c),
α and B(G L ) α the fixed-point sets of α in each building. Suppose T splits over L. The apartment and extended apartment over L associated to T H and T will be denoted A T (L) and A ′ T (L), respectively (in general, a prime ( ′ ) indicates an object in the extended building). We choose a base edge e 0 and a base extended edge e ′ 0 within A(L) and A ′ (L), respectively, as follows. 
We define the size of e to be val L det(g); size is the Z component of an extended edge. We think of A ′ (L) as an infinite stack of copies of A(L), indexed by size. Under these conventions, the group X * (S L ) acts on A(L) by translations, with t (m,n) being a translation to the right by m − n, and on A ′ (L) by t (m,n) (e, c) = (e + (m − n), c − (m + n)) for any edge e in A(L).
2.4.
The Weyl, Affine Weyl, and Extended Affine Weyl Groups.
and is denoted W . It is isomorphic to Z/2Z; let s 1 denote the non-trivial element. Then W comes with an action on A(L), with s 1 acting as reflection through v 0 . The finite Weyl group of G L is W = N S L /S L , and is also isomorphic to Z/2Z; if we also denote its non-trivial element by s 1 , then the action of s 1 on A ′ (L) is as a reflection of each copy A(L) × {c} about (v 0 , c). The two finite Weyl groups can be identified by choosing representatives of each s 1 in H L , and both groups can be identified with
if we also choose those representatives to lie in the O L -points of H L . To those ends we choose
It will be clear from context whether we are using
may be viewed as subgroups, and then There is another useful presentation of W a . If we denote by s 0 the element (−1, 1) = t (1,−1) s 1 , then s 0 acts on A(L) as a reflection about v 1 . It is then the case that W a is a Coxeter group generated by the two affine reflections s 0 and s 1 (indeed, 6 one could define W a as the Coxeter group generated by the reflections through the two vertices defined by our choice of e 0 ).
The 
If we choose
, then the size of w is s. We will abuse notation by writing w ∈ W a for both the element of W a and its representative in G L . 
By the construction of I
Having chosen representatives in G L for W a and in H L for W a , we have the Bruhat-Tits decompositions
as well as bijections from W a to set of edges in A(L) and from W a to the set of extended edges in A ′ (L), the bijections being w → we 0 and w → we ′ 0 , respectively. By construction, if w ∈ W a has size s then so does its corresponding extended edge.
2.6. Bruhat Order and Length. The two affine reflections s 0 and s 1 determined by our choice of e 0 as base edge in B(H L ) determine a length function ℓ from W a to the non-negative integers.
2.1. Lemma. The length of w = (m, b) ∈ W a is given by
where in the formula we are using b = 0 or 1.
Proof. Denote by R + = {e 1 − e 2 } the positive root and R − = {e 2 − e 1 } the negative root determined by our choice of e 0 as our base edge. Let µ = (−m, m) ∈ X * (S H L ) and w ∈ W . The Iwahori-Matsumoto formula (see [9] or [5, p. 24] ) tells us that
For any w ∈ W a , ℓ(w) is also equal to the length of the minimal gallery in A(L) from e 0 to we 0 . For any e 1 and e 2 ∈ W a , define ℓ L (e 1 , e 2 ) to be the length of the minimal gallery between e 1 and e 2 in B(H L ); we shall omit the subscript when no ambiguity will arise.
We denote the Bruhat order on W a by ≤, and both the length and the Bruhat order extend to W a by setting ℓ(m, b, s) = ℓ(m, b) and
For any s ∈ Z and n a non-negative integer, the above shows there are only two w ∈ W a with size s and length n. We can determine them explicitly: if n = 2r + 1 is odd, then w = (r, 1, s) or (−r − 1, 1, s); if n = 2r is even, then w = (±r, 0, s). If w ∈ W a has length not equal to zero, we denote by w the element of W a distinct from w with length and size equal to those of w; when w has length zero, w = w.
Let i = j ∈ {0, 1} and w ∈ W a . Because τ normalizes I L and τ −1 s i τ = s j (viewed as elements of W a ), the existence of a decomposition of W a into a product of affine reflections immediately implies that w = τ −1 wτ = τ wτ −1 .
2.7. Relative Distance. We define the relative distance function inv :
There is also a relative distance for X L × X L . Also denoted inv, it is defined by inv(e 1 , e 2 ) = w ∈ W a , where e i = g i e 0 , g i ∈ H L , i = 1, 2, and I
For any n ∈ Z, define
, an element of size n + 1. The lemma follows since inv(g 1 τ e
Of more importance to this paper is the center of this algebra with respect to convolution, denoted Z(H L ).
We denote by b :
A description of the properties of b relevant to our work will be postponed until section 5.
Orbital Integral Preliminaries
3.1. Conjugacy. The following is a summary of results found in Chapter 4 of [14] . For every δ ∈ G E , N(δ) is G E conjugate to a γ ∈ G unique up to G-conjugacy. We call γ a norm if it is conjugate to N(δ) for some δ ∈ G E . Conjugation, twisted conjugation, and the norm map are related by g
Proof. Part (1) is [14, pp. 32-33] . For part (2), corollary 4.7 of [14] tells us that γ is a norm if and only if det(γ) ∈ N E/F E × . The lemma follows from basic local field theory.
3.2. Elliptic Regular Semi-Simple Elements. It will turn out that we shall need to understand the action of semi-simple regular elliptic γ, and the δ which lie above them under the norm map, upon B(G L ) and B(H L ) (see lemma 8.2).
For every semi-simple regular elliptic γ in G there is a basis of F 2 in which the matrix representation of γ in G is
The valuation of D determines, and is determined by, the splitting field F ′ generated over F by the eigenvalues x ± y √ D of γ. This splitting field, over which T is a maximal split torus of G, is isomorphic to
, and F ′ is ramified over F or not as val(D) is 1 or 0, respectively. We say a semi-simple regular elliptic element g in such a form is in standard form. If we denote by σ F ′ the unique non-trivial element of Gal(F ′ , F ), then the eigenvalues of γ can be rewritten
, i = 0, 1, and it is easy to see that both eigenvalues have the same valuation over F ′ . When γ is in standard form, the torus T is
such an elliptic torus is also said to be in standard form. The maximal compact
L lie in a torus T ′ and have eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 . Then
where g = Lie(G F ) and t = Lie(T
′ F
). The first form of the function, found in [14, p. 48], will be of use to us computationally, while the second shows our function's relationship to functions of Harish-Chandra (cf. the function
, so taking the L-norm also makes sense in that case.
3.2.
Lemma. Suppose the eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 of g lie in L, and that
2 /λ 1 λ 2 )/2 is integral and non-negative. We have
3.4. Orbital and Twisted Orbital Integrals. Let f ∈ C c (G), the set of compactly supported locally-constant C-valued functions on G. The orbital integral of f with respect to γ is T \G f (g −1 γg)dġ and is denoted O γ (f ), where dġ is the quotient measure of measures dg and dg γ , measures on G and G γ , respectively . Now let f ∈ C c (G E ). The twisted orbital integral of f with respect to δ ∈ G(E) is
and is denoted TO δ (f ); here dġ is the quotient measure of dg and dg δ , a measure on G δ .
The Buildings
Our calculations of orbital and twisted orbital integrals will depend primarily upon an understanding of, first, the buildings for G and H over F , F ′ , E, and the composite EF ′ and, second, the action of semi-simple regular elliptic γ and the δ which lie above them under N upon those buildings. 
L Λ 1 and such that the quotients Λ 2 /Λ 1 and π
, and the same rule for determining edges as for B(H L ), with lattices instead of homothety classes of lattices. Passing from a lattice to its homothety class gives a simplicial map from B(G L ) to B(H L ). In either building each vertex is a facet of q n + 1 edges. The type of a vertex in B(H L ), an integer mod 2, is determined as follows: let
Type, for a lattice Λ, is constant on the whole homothety class of Λ, and so is also well defined for vertices in B(H L ). Adjacent vertices always have different types; when relevant in figures, we shall evince this by shading adjacent vertices differently.
Let L ′ be a quadratic extension of L, and let T ′ be a torus in G which splits, , 14, 17] . In regards to buildings, when the word "distance" would be ambiguous, we will refer to distance in the building
, and when T ′ L is in standard form that vertex is v 0 , which we defined to have type zero. Indeed, since
, where
, an easy matrix computation shows that the vertex v 0 (which is of type zero) lies in figure 2 the gray vertices are facets strictly of B(H L ′ ); we will follow this convention in all of our images.
it is the first barycentric subdivision of B(H L ) that lies as a subtree of B(H L ′ ), and it is no longer always true that B(H L ) is the entire Galois-fixed set, although B( [16] . The same analysis as in the unramified case shows that there is a unique Galois-fixed point, a vertex
In general the distance d T ′ between p T ′ and v T ′ can be greater than or equal to zero. We shall see in section 4.3.1.1 that p T ′ is the barycenter of an edge e T of B(H L ) and the picture for the action of γ on B(H L ) looks like figure 3.
. . .
Computing Relative Distance In B(GL 2 ): Theory. The key to being able to emulate the work of Langlands in [14] is the following theorem, which allows us to compute relative distance between an edge and its image under a simplicial map on B(G L ). F ) ; let e ′ be an edge in B(G L , and let e be the image of
αe, then m < 0 ⇐⇒ the vertex of e farthest from αe is a vertex of type zero.
Looking at the theorem statement, one can see that the computation breaks down into computing the Ω component and computing the W a component. In the course of the proof we shall indeed need to determine how to compute relative distance in B(H L ). All that remains is (d). Its proof requires a description of the relationship between the minimal gallery between two edges in B(H L ) and their relative distance and of the relationship between inv on X ′2 L and inv on X 2 L . 4.2. Lemma. Let e i ∈ X L , i = 1, 2. Then w = inv(e 1 , e 2 ) may be characterized uniquely as the terminus of the type-preserving translation of the minimal gallery from e 1 to e 2 to a minimal gallery beginning at e 0 and contained entirely in A(L).
Proof. This result is [2, p. 89, Exercise 3(b)].
and let e i be the image of e Let Γ e be the minimal gallery from e to αe, let Γ w be the gallery from e 0 to (m, b)e 0 , and let g ∈ H L be such that gΓ e = Γ w . Suppose that e = αe, and let v be the vertex of e farthest from αe. Then gv is the farthest vertex of e 0 from (m, b)e 0 . If gv is type zero, then (m, b)e 0 must be to the right of e 0 ; if gv is of type one, then (m, b)e 0 must be to the left of e 0 . Since an edge of A is to the right of e 0 if and only if it is of the form (m, b)e 0 with m < 0 (see, e.g., figure 1), the theorem follows.
4.3.
Computing Relative Distance In B(GL 2 ): Applications. Let γ be semisimple regular elliptic and let δ ∈ G E be such that N(δ) = γ. In this section we will investigate the actions of γ and δσ upon the buildings. Our goal is to use theorem 4.1 to determine those w ∈ W a such that X 0 w (γ) and X 0 w (δσ) are non-empty, and to then determine the cardinality of those non-empty sets. These X 0 w (γ) and X 0 w (δσ), along with the Bernstein coefficients to be discussed later, will completely determine the orbital and twisted orbital integrals on the center of the Iwahori-Hecke algebras. Since all the extended edges in X 0 w (γ) and in X 0 w (δσ) have size zero, it suffices to count these edges by counting the the number of edges e in the building for H (resp. H E ) such that inv(e, γe) (respectively inv(e, δσ(e))) is the affine Weyl group part of w.
We will first study the X 0 w (γ), and then the X 0 w (δσ). For each of γ and δσ we must break our analysis down into many sub-cases. Here is a diagram of these cases:
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The action of γ
The action of δσ
Difference between the E-valuations of the eigenvalues of δ is divisible by 4
Difference between the E-valuations of the eigenvalues of δ is not divisible by 4
T not split over E Many of these cases will have similar analyses, and many will lead to similar or identical non-empty X Proof. This is [14] , lemma 5.2.
The eigenvalues of γ are σ F ′ /F -conjugates and so have the same valuation over F ′ . Thus γ fixes precisely those edges at a distance less than or equal to − log q n (∆(γ)) from A T (F ′ ), where q n is the cardinality of the residue field of F ′ (here we are applying the lemma to the building B(H F ′ )).
4.3.1.1. F ′ ramified over F . We are now back to our earlier notation, where T is a torus defined over F that splits over F ′ , and where T = T (F ). Recall from section 4.1.2 that v T is the unique Galois-fixed point of A T (F ′ ), p T is the unique point of B(H) nearest to A T (F ′ ) and to v T , and d T is the F ′ -distance from p T to v T . There exist g ∈ T with val F det(g) odd. Such a g does not act type-preservingly on the set of vertices in B(H) and so cannot fix any vertices of B(H). We have already seen, however, that T fixes p T ; thus it is the barycenter of an edge e T , which may also be characterized as the unique edge of B(H) closest to A T (F ′ ). Likewise, our chosen γ will rotate e T about its barycenter if the F -valuation of its determinant is odd, and then the action of γ will look like figure 4.
. . . 
, and γ fixes all those edges of B(H) an F -distance less than or equal to a from e T .
. . . Proof. First, let us suppose that s is odd, and let e be an edge in B(H) such that ℓ F (e, e T ) is r, r ≥ 0. Since s is odd γ fixes the barycenter p T of e T and no other point, permuting the vertices of e T that are facets over F . Thus ℓ F (e, γe) = 2r is even, and so theorem 4.1 (b) implies that b = 0 for all of these edges. When r = 0 4.1 (c) implies m = 0, so that X (0,0,s) (γ) is a singleton set, with e T being its only member. Now consider those edges with r > 0. The action of γ causes all such edges on one side of e T to move to edges on the other side, and vice versa, and so the farthest vertex of any such e from γe must be the farthest vertex of e from e T .
Again, all those edges on one side of e T will have their farthest vertex from e T be of one type, while those vertices of the edges on the other side will have the other type. This and theorem 4.1 imply that those edges with r > 0 are evenly distributed between the two sets X (±r,0,s) (γ), and that the cardinality of each set is the number of edges length r away from e T and on one side of it. Let v be a vertex of e T . There are q edges distance 1 from e T whose closest point of e T is v; there are q 2 edges at distance 2 with the same property, and so on. In general, #X (±r,0,s) (γ) = q r . Now suppose s to be even. Then γ fixes all edges of B(H) which lie at a length less than or equal to a from e T .
Theorem 4.1 implies that the fixed edges must lie in X 0 (0,0,s) (γ); let us count them, by enumerating those at particular lengths from e T . First is the edge e T ; then there are 2q distinct edges of B(H) attached to e T , i.e., at length 1 from e T (2 because we count edges radiating out of each F -vertex of e T ). At length 2, there are 2q 2 , and, in general, at length i ≥ 1 there are 2q i edges. Thus
Consider those edges e that are length a + i away from e T , i ≥ 1. The length of the minimal gallery from e to γe is 2i − 1, and therefore b = 1. As in the case of odd s, all of the edges on one side of e T and length a + i away from it have their farthest vertex from γe of one type, while those on the other side have farthest vertex of the other type, so that half of these edges have non-negative m while half (0,0,s) (γ). For those edges lying at distance k = a + r, r ≥ 1, from A T (F ′ ), ℓ(e, γe) must be odd; for e is length r away from the nearest γ-fixed edge, as is γe, so that ℓ(e, γe) = 2r − 1. Theorem 4.1 (b) implies that these edges, we have b = 1.
The vertex v 0 has type zero, so the type of the vertex of e farthest from v 0 is 0 for those with even k and 1 for those and odd k. The farthest vertex of e from v 0 is also the first vertex in the minimal length gallery from e to γe, and since k is even or odd as a and r share or do not share parity, theorem 4.1 (d) implies that m < 0 when a and r share parity, while m ≥ 0 when a and r have different parities. This and theorem 4.1 (c), which gives 2r − 1 = |2m + 1|, imply that m = −r when a and r share parity and m = r − 1 when they do not.
Since there are (q + 1)q a+r−1 edges in B(G) at length k = a + r from A T (F ′ ), the lemma follows. First, however, there is a more illuminating description of the twisted torus G δ in the scenario of greatest interest to us, as well as an important lemma about the action of δ on B(H E ).
4.7.
Lemma. Let δ ∈ G E be such that γ = N(δ) is semi-simple regular. Then
Proof. We show this result by showing that both T and G δ (F ) are equal to T δ (F ), where
, which implies that for any i ∈ Z, σ i (g
This shows that
Because T is abelian we must have 1 = t −1 σ(t), that is, t ∈ T (F ).
Finally, let t ∈ T (F ). Then
4.8. Lemma. Suppose that the eigenvalues of γ have identical valuations and let ∆(γ) = q −d , so that γ fixes precisely those points of B(H EF ′ ) an EF ′ -distance less than or equal to d from A T (EF ′ ). Let δ be chosen such that Nδ = γ.
, then the number of edges of B(H E ) of which v is a facet and which are also fixed by δσ is q + 1 (the same as the number of edges which can be joined to any vertex in B(G)) 
Proof. Let α act on B(H L ) by αe = δσ(e). Since σ f acts as the identity on B(H E ), the action of α f on B(H L ) is clearly the same as the action of N(δ) = γ, and part (1) follows. Part (2) is proven in [14, pp. 66-67].
Our next task is to find the non-empty X 0 w (δσ) and compute their cardinalities. Recall that the residue field of E has cardinality q f . 4.3.2.1. F ′ ramified over F . When F ′ is ramified over F , T never splits in E, but does in EF ′ . The relationship between B(H E ) and B(H EF ′ ) is exactly analogous to that between B(H) and B(H F ′ ). There is a unique point p T in B(H E ), the barycenter of an edge e T in B(H E ). This p T is a vertex of A T (EF ′ ). Compare the following to lemma 4.5. 4.9. Lemma. Let F ′ /F be ramified, let s = val E (det(δ)), let δ ∈ G E be such that N(δ) = γ is semi-simple regular elliptic, and let ∆(γ) = q , and w = (r − 1, 1, s), or (−r, 1, s), r ≥ 1,with cardi-
Proof. We have already shown above that the size of any w such that X 0 w (δσ) is non-empty must be s. Suppose first that s is odd. The apartment A T (F ′ ) is the same as the apartment A T (EF ′ ) because EF ′ is unramified over F ′ , and the building B(H F ′ ) lies within B(H EF ′ ) as the fixed point set of Gal(EF ′ , F ′ ). In addition to e T there is its B(H) analogue, the edgeẽ T in B(H) closest to A T (F ′ ) within B(H F ′ ). We must have e T =ẽ T , asẽ T is also in B(H E ) and they share their barycenter.
Since e T lies in B(H), σ fixes e T point-wise. We know that δ stabilizes e T for the same reasons that γ stabilized the edge e T in section 4.3.1.1 . When s is odd, δ has no fixed point in B(H E ), so it must flip e T end to end, and we find ourselves yet again in the same situation as in the proofs of lemmas 4.5 (1), and (1) is proven.
When s is even, δ moves vertices an even distance, and so it and δσ must fix e T . Lemma 4.8 (2) and our analysis from section 4.3.1.1 tell us that attached to each vertex of e T are q δσ-fixed edges at distance 1 from e T , q 2 such edges at distance 2, and, in general, q i edges at distance i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a. Added all together, this yields a total of
We know that all fixed edges have relative distance (0, 0, s), yielding the first half of (2) . Now fix r ≥ 1; we wish to find all possible relative distances inv(e, δσ(e)) of e distance r away from B(H E ) δσ . This situation is similar to that in the proof of lemma 4.5 (2) . We see immediately that: ℓ(e, δσe) = 2r − 1, so that b = 1; the minimal gallery from e to δσe begins with the farthest vertex of e from B(H E ) δσ ; exactly half such edges have their farthest vertex from B(H E ) δσ of type one, while the other half has type zero; and therefore w = inv(e, δσ(e)) = (−r, 1, s) or (r − 1, 1, s), with half of the edges at distance r from B(H E ) δσ of one relative distance and half of the other. Thus, to determine the cardinality of X 0 w (δσ) for either w, we need only count all the edges on one side of e T that are r away from B(H E ) δσ . Our main tool is lemma 4.8 (2). On one side of e T , there are (q f − q) edges attached to it that are not δσ-fixed, and attached to each of those there are q f (r−1) edges distance r from e T , for a total of q f r (1 − q 1−f ) edges whose nearest δσ-fixed point is in e T . In the same manner there are q i δσ-fixed edges distance 0 ≤ i < a from e T , and for each such edge e ′ there are q f r (1 − q 1−f ) edges whose nearest δσ fixed point is in e ′ and which are distance r from e ′ , for a total of q i q f r (1−q 1−f ) edges a distance r from B(H E ) δσ and whose nearest point in B(H E ) δσ is distance i from e T . Since there are no δσ-fixed edges at a distance greater than a from e T , there are q a q f r edges distance r from B(H E ) δσ whose nearest δσ-fixed edge is distance a from e T . Added all together, this gives us, for w = (−r, 1, s) or (r − 1, 1, val det(δσ)), 
When γ splits in E and s is even, then the cardinalities of X 
Proof. Let us handle (1) first. The apartments A T (F ′ ) and A T (E) are the same (since E is unramified over F ′ ). Then σ acts non-trivially on A T (F ′ ) = A T (E) since σ f /2 generates Gal(E, F ). The only non-trivial Galois action on A T (F ′ ) is flipping it end to end, and so σ does the same to A T (E). In the case under consideration s is odd, so that the valuation over E of the eigenvalues of δ cannot be equal. We know from above that δ ∈ T (E), and so δ acts on A T (E) by shifting it an odd distance left or right. Putting these actions together, it is easy to see that δσ fixes a single point p of A T (E), and that p is not a vertex in the building B(H E ). Let e T be the edge to which p belongs. Then e T is flipped end to end, and our result follows from the proof of lemma 4.5 (1).
The formulae in (2) are more complicated, owing entirely to the structures of the buildings involved and lemma 4.8. We have two cases to consider; the hard work in both cases is identical, and stems from showing that the action of δσ fixes precisely one point in B(H E ) that also lies in A T (over an appropriate field), and that this point is a vertex. Let us postpone the proof that both cases possess this property, and simply assume that we know that this is the case. Let us call this sole fixed point v. Then lemma 4.8 tells us that there are exactly q + 1 edges in B(H E ) with v as a vertex that are also fixed by δσ. For the same reason each of those edges is adjacent to q different edges (at a distance 2 from A T ) which are δσ-fixed; and so on. Comparison to our earlier work in the proof of 4.6 shows us that all of these fixed edges lie in X 0 (0,0,s) (δσ), and that there are exactly
Now we must count the non-fixed edges. Let e be such an edge, lying at distance r ≥ 1 from the nearest δσ-fixed edge. Our earlier work in the proof of lemma 4.6 on the possible w = inv(e, γe) when e is distance r from the nearest γ-fixed edge applies identically in this case, showing us that w = (r − 1, 1, s) or (−r, 1, s), depending on whether the farthest vertex of e from B(H E ) δσ is type one or type zero, respectively. Call this vertex v e , and denote by k e the distance from v e to v.
Let w 1 = (r − 1, 1, s) and w 2 = (−r, 1, s). If v has type zero, then when k e is odd, v e has type one, and so e lies in X 0 w 1 (δσ); when e k is even, v e has type zero and e lies in X Consider first those edges who nearest δσ-fixed point is v. There are q f + 1 edges in B(H E ) with v as a facet; lemma 4.8 tells us that precisely q + 1 of them are fixed, leaving exactly q f − q not-fixed edges at distance one from v. Being distance one from v, which has type zero, all of these edges must lie in X 0 w 1 (δσ). Attached to the q f − q not-δσ-fixed edges at distance one from v are a total of (q f − q)q f edges, all of which must lie in X 0 w 2 δσ . Here B(H E ) δσ is in bold. Note that the type of the farthest vertex of an edge depends on the distance from the δσ-fixed point nearest that edge to v. Now consider those edges whose nearest δσ-fixed point is distance 0 < d < a from v. We know from the second paragraph of this proof that there are exactly (q + 1)q d−1 vertices of B(H E ) δσ distance d from v, and, again, lemma 4.8 shows that for each such vertex v ′ there are q f r (1 − q 1−f ) edges at distance r from B(H E ) δσ and whose nearest δσ-fixed point is v ′ . This makes for a total of (q + 1)
(δσ)
edges distance r from B(H E ) δσ whose nearest δσ-fixed point is distance d from v. By construction k e = r + d for each such edge e, and so all of such edges lie in X 0 w 1 (δσ) if r + d is odd and X 0 w 2 (δσ) if r + d is even. There are no δσ-fixed edges distance farther than a, so for any δσ-fixed vertex v ′ distance a from v, the number of edges distance r from B(H E ) δσ whose nearest δσ-fixed point is v ′ is q f r . Lemma 4.8 tell us that there are (q + 1)q a such vertices v ′ , and so there are a total of (q + 1)q a−1 q f r edges distance r from B(H E ) δσ whose nearest δσ-fixed point is distance a from v. As before, all such edges lie in X 0 w 1 (δσ) when a + r is odd and in X 0 w 2 (δσ) when a + r is even.
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In order to actually determine the cardinalities of X 0 w 1 (δσ) and X 0 w 2 (δσ), we will need to break into cases. Specifically, for a fixed r ≥ 1, we must determine the cardinalities of these sets in the case when both r and a are odd; r is odd and a is even; r is even and a is odd; and both r and a are even. We will be assuming that v has type zero until explicitly stated otherwise. r and a odd. When r is odd, X 0 w 1 (δσ) is comprised of those edges whose nearest δσ-fixed point is an even distance from v, while X 0 w 2 (δσ) is comprised of those edges whose nearest δσ-fixed point is an odd distance from v. Suppose that a is also odd. Then for X 0 w 1 (δσ) we add in all the edges corresponding to d = 0, 2, · · · , a − 1, so that
and for X 0 w 2 (δσ) we add in all those edges corresponding to d = 1, 3, · · · , a − 2, and a, giving
25 r odd, a even. Now suppose that a is even. Then for X 0 w 1 (δσ) we add in all the edges corresponding to d = 0, 2, · · · , a − 2, and a, which yields
and for X 0 w 2 (δσ) we add in all those edges corresponding to
r even, a even or odd. When r is even, we get almost exactly the same as the above; the only difference is that the edges in X 0 w 1 (δσ) are those with d odd while those in X 0 w 2 (δσ) are those with d even; that is, we get the same formulae as for the case of odd r, with the roles of X 0 w 1 (δσ) and X 0 w 2 (δσ) switched, as desired. Two things remain to be proven: first, that the action of δσ fixes precisely one point, v, of B(H E ) that also lies in A T , and that v is a vertex; and second, that this vertex is type zero except when γ splits in E and the difference of the E-valuations of the eigenvalues of δ is not divisible by 4. The second fact will be proven in the course of investigating the first. Note that we are no longer assuming v is type zero; instead we are determining what types it can have, and when.
Consider first the case where γ does not split in E. Then δ also does not split in E, since it is an element of the same elliptic torus as γ. We analyze the action of δσ by studying B(H E ) as a subtree of B(H EF ′ ). Section 4.1.1 shows that there is exactly one Gal(EF ′ , E)-fixed point in A T (EF ′ ) and that it is v 0 . Since δ ∈ T E , it sends A T (EF ′ ) to itself and E-points to themselves, δ must also fix v 0 , which has type zero.
Finally, consider the case where γ does split in E and s is even. If the eigenvalues of δ have valuations m and n, then s = m + n = 2k, while δ shifts A T (E) by m − n = 2k − 2n. We know that σ acts on A T (E) by the action x → −x. Thus δσ(x) = −x + m − n for all points x ∈ A T (E). Solving for the fixed points of this map yields x = m−n 2 = k − n, an integer, and therefore a vertex of A T (E). Since the vertex corresponding to zero, v 0 , is type zero, the vertex at x is type zero when x is even and type 1 when x is odd. But x is even if and only if m − n is divisible by 4.
The Iwahori-Hecke Algebra
Recall that H L is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra, the set of compactly-supported I-bi-invariant functions from GL 2 (L) to C. The integrands in our main theorem lie in Z(H) and Z(H E ), the centers with respect to convolution of H and H E . We need a description of these algebras and of the base change homomorphism between them.
5.1. The µ-Admissible Set. In order to describe the basis of Z(H E ) that we will use, we must address the notion of µ-admissibility of elements of the extended affine Weyl group. Let µ ∈ X * (S L ) ∼ = Z 2 . The finite Weyl group W acts on X * (S L ) as permutations on Z
2 . An element w ∈ W a is µ-admissible if there exists a w 0 ∈ W such that w ≤ t w 0 µ in the Bruhat order on W a .
Unraveling this definition, we see that w = (m, b, s) is µ = (i, j)-admissible if s = −i − j and ℓ(m, b) ≤ |i − j|. We call −i − j and |i − j| the size and length of µ, respectively; this is consistent with our use of the same words for t µ . Using our identification of W a with the extended edges of A ′ (L), this means that the e ′ ∈ A ′ (L) corresponding to w is µ-admissible if and only if size(e) = size(µ) and the length of the minimal gallery between e 0 and e is less than or equal to ℓ(µ), where e is the image of e ′ in A(L). Below are pictures of the µ-admissible sets for µ = (i, i) and µ = (0, −1); in each case the admissible edges are bold. 
Bernstein Functions and Base
where q n is the cardinality of the residue field of L. The z µ form a C-basis of Z(H L ).
Proof. That the Bernstein functions form a C-basis of Z(H L ) is proven in [15] . The coefficients of the functions were worked out in [6], corollary 10.4 to be
follows from factoring out q−1 and then simplifying the geometric series, the theorem follows.
Since the z µ (x) depend only upon s = ℓ(µ) − ℓ(x), it will be convenient to write this coefficient as z s µ . Let L be unramified over F . The base change homomorphism for IwahoriHecke algebras is defined in [8, 3.2] as the function b which makes the following diagram commute: Figure 10 . The diagram defining the base change homomorphism b
Here N is the norm map defined by
This is not a new result, but we provide a proof here for completeness.
Proof. Since G is split, the norm map is simply N(g µ ) = rg µ = g rµ , where cµ = (cm, cn) if µ = (m, n). Then
In light of the results in subsection 5.1, we may give another description of z µ by breaking up the sum into the parts involving w ∈ W a of length zero, odd length, and non-zero even length. This simple rearrangement will be very useful later. Proof. The sizes are as determined in subsection 5.1. The first term in the summation belongs to the unique length zero edge, the first summation covers the µ-admissible edges of odd length, while the second covers those of non-zero even length.
Computation of the Orbital Integrals
From now until section 8 we choose a δ ∈ G E such that N(δ) = γ is semi-simple regular elliptic and we normalize meas dg E (I E ) = 1. Recall
, let µ = (i, j) be a dominant cocharacter, and let
Then the orbital and twisted orbital integrals of characteristic functions 1 Ka F K and 1 (K E a E K E ) , respectively, are all zero except the following cases:
(1) When F ′ is unramified over F and n is the common valuation over F ′ of the eigenvalues of γ, then (a) the orbital integral is
and val E det(δ) = 2n + 1 is odd, then
(c) if T splits over E and val E det(δ) = 2n is even, or if T does not split over E, then
, we get
Changing from Integration to Counting: Common Preliminaries. Two lemmas important for changing the orbital and twisted orbital integrals into counting problems in the building for GL 2 do not depend upon whether or not F ′ is ramified over F . These results are stated for the field E, which includes the trivial extension E = F where σ is the identity map. 6.2. Lemma. The twisted orbital integral of a characteristic function in the IwahoriHecke algebra is given by
for any w ∈ W a , where [e ′ ] denotes the class T e ′ and g e ′ ∈ G E is defined by e ′ = g e ′ e ′ 0 . Proof. The equality follows immediately upon applying the same reasoning used in the proof of [12] (3.4.1) to the twisted orbital integral, using lemma 4.7 to replace G δ with T throughout.
.
Proof. 
rearranging the terms yields
The product of the denominators on the left hand side is exactly meas dg T (T O ). Upon substituting we get
6.3.
Computing the Orbital Integrals. Here we compute the orbital integrals. The last steps in the transition from integration to counting depend upon the structure of T , and therefore ultimately depend on the ramification or not of F ′ over F . 
6.5. Corollary. If T is in standard form, the twisted orbital integral of a characteristic function is given by
Proof. Lemma 6.4 tells us that
(δσ), and therefore
). This and lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 imply that
The result follows since #X 6.6. Theorem. Normalize dg T so that meas dg T (T O ) = 1. Fix a semi-simple regular elliptic γ ∈ G such that F ′ /F is unramified, let ∆(γ) = q −a , and let µ ∈ X * (S). Then
Proof. Since O γ depends only on the conjugacy class of γ, we may assume without loss of generality that γ is in standard form. The proof rests on lemma 4.6 and corollary 5.3; the reader may find it useful to refer back them at this point. Together they imply that the integral will be zero for all γ with size not equal to size(µ), so suppose that s = size(γ) = size(µ). When ℓ(µ) = 0, 4.6 and 5.3 tell us immediately that
Suppose that ℓ(µ) = 0. Comparing the expansion of z µ in 5.3 with the list of non-empty X 0 w (γ) in 4.6 we see that, other than the length zero term, the even length µ-admissible w contribute nothing to the sum (these are the 1 IwI with b = 0, and all such X 0 w (γ) except the zero-length term are empty). By corollary 6.5 the integral is
Since (−i, 1, s) = (i − 1, 1, s) and vice-versa for all i ≥ 1, we get
A further simplification of the sum occurs when we pay attention to the issues of parity or disparity between a and i, which varies as we go through the sum of the odd length edges. Indeed, between the pair #X . We must, because of the peculiarities of the coefficients and sums involved, handle the case of ℓ(µ) even separately from the case of ℓ(µ) odd. We pursue the odd case first; let ℓ(µ) = 2m − 1. The above and substituting for the coefficients in theorem 5.1 result in Next we consider the case where ℓ(µ) = 2m is even. As with the odd case, we may rewrite our sum as O γ (z µ )) = 2q Proof. Let g = ( 0 D 1 0 ), let g ′ be an arbitrary element of T , and suppose that val F det(g ′ ) = m. We will show that g ′ may be written as kg m , with k ∈ T O . Since it is clear (from the valuations of the individual components) that T O ∩ g = ( 1 0 0 1 ), we will then have the desired equality.
By assumption, g ′ is of the form Compare the following with corollary 6.5; as with that corollary, in this section the following corollary will be used in the degenerate case E = F ; later we shall have need of it in full generality. q − 1 q + 1 (q 2m − 1) 2q
2 (1 − q 2m ).
Twisted Orbital Integrals
The structure of this section will, for the most part, parallel that of chapter 6. In this chapter, δ ∈ G E will be such that N(δ) is equal to a semi-simple regular elliptic γ. The following should be compared to theorem 6.6. 7.1. Theorem. Let F ′ /F be unramified, normalize d g T such that meas dg T (T O ) = 1, let δ ∈ G E such that N(δ) = γ, γ a semi-simple regular elliptic element of G. Let ∆(γ) = q −a and let z µ ∈ Z(H E ), µ ∈ X * (S E ). Then Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that γ is in standard form. The reader may find it helpful to refer back to lemma 4.10 and corollary 5.3. It is clear from them that TO δ (z µ ) is zero when val E det(δ) = size(µ) and that TO δ (z µ ) = 2(q a − 1)
when ℓ(µ) = 0. Suppose for the rest of the proof ℓ(µ) = 0 and let s = val E det(δ) = size(µ). Following lemma 4.10, there are four cases: the cases where T splits over E and s is odd or even, and the cases where T does not split over E, s odd or even. 7.1.1.1. T split over E, odd s. Suppose that T splits over E, so that f must be even, and s is odd. The only non-empty X 0 w (δσ) are those with even length w. Corollaries 5.3 and 6.5 tell us that
